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Abstract

We introduce the first unsupervised speech synthesis system based on a simple, yet effective recipe. The framework leverages recent work in unsupervised speech recognition as well as existing neural-based speech synthesis. Using only unlabeled speech audio and unlabeled text as well as a lexicon, our method enables speech synthesis without the need for a human-labeled corpus. Experiments demonstrate the unsupervised system can synthesize speech similar to a supervised counterpart in terms of naturalness and intelligibility measured by human evaluation.
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1. Introduction

With the recent advance of deep learning, neural-based text-to-speech (TTS) systems have closed the gap between real and synthetic speech in terms of both intelligibility and naturalness [1]. However, a sizable dataset composed of speech-text pairs is necessary to synthesize high-quality speech [2]. Consequently, speech synthesis systems are not available for the vast majority of languages [3].

In this preliminary study, we make the first attempt (to the best of our knowledge) to achieve unsupervised speech synthesis with the goal of addressing the aforementioned limitation of speech synthesis. We simulate an extreme situation where human-annotated speech is unavailable by considering only unpaired audio, unpaired text, and a grapheme-to-phoneme lexicon. We propose a simple two-step recipe to build TTS systems under such conditions: first, utilizing an automatic speech recognition (ASR) model to provide pseudo-labels for untranscribed speech; second, training a TTS model with machine-annotated speech only.

For the first step, we take advantage of recent work in unsupervised speech recognition [4]. We train wav2vec-U 2.0 [5], an ASR model that does not require paired speech and text data, to obtain pseudo-speech-to-text annotation. To build speech synthesis systems as the second step, we follow the same learning paradigm as existing supervised TTS models [6], but use machine-annotated speech instead of human-annotated data.

In our experiments, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the simple method. We show that synthesizing intelligible and natural speech is possible without the need for human-labeled data by performing both objective and subjective tests. We also show that unsupervised TTS can perform on par with supervised TTS despite learning from imperfect transcriptions.
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2. Background

2.1. Supervised Speech Synthesis

While there are different methods for speech synthesis, we focus on neural network-based TTS systems where the text-to-speech mapping is modeled by deep neural networks using encoder-decoder architectures [6,7,8]. Under the sequence-to-sequence encoder-decoder paradigm, the input text is first converted into a phone sequence with the aid of a lexicon, and is then encoded into latent features using the encoder. The auto-regressive decoder predicts Mel spectrograms based on the encoder features. The entire model can be trained by minimizing the reconstruction error with the target Mel spectrogram.

Besides the text-to-spectrogram models, neural vocoders have also played an important role in neural-based TTS systems [9]. Vocoders aim to generate a waveform from synthetic Mel spectrograms by learning from <waveform, Mel spectrogram> pairs collected from audio data. Combining text-to-Mel spectrogram TTS models and neural vocoders, high-quality speech that is indistinguishable from real data can be synthesized [10] [11]. Nevertheless, considerable amounts of human-annotated speech are required for high-quality neural-based TTS systems.

2.2. Semi-supervised Speech Synthesis

To improve the data efficiency for neural-based TTS systems, methods utilizing unpaired training data have thrived. Unlike paired <audio, text> data, collecting unpaired text or unpaired audio is relatively straightforward. Prior works found that semi-supervised learning using unpaired data jointly with paired data can reduce the need for paired data in different ways. For example, pre-training the encoder/decoder [12], improving input text representation [13, 14], and data augmentation using the opposite natural of ASR and TTS [15] [14] [15]. However, existing semi-supervised methods are still bounded by the amount of paired training data [15] [16]. In this work, we push the limits of neural-based TTS systems by using no paired training data.

2.3. Unsupervised Speech Recognition

Since the key to achieving unsupervised speech synthesis with the proposed method is to generate transcriptions of speech without paired <audio, text> data, we first review prior work on unsupervised speech recognition. Wav2vec-U [4] achieves good speech recognition performance without paired data by using self-supervised speech representations [16]. The method first embeds the unlabeled speech data with wav2vec 2.0 [16] and then determines segment boundaries by clustering the wav2vec 2.0 representations. Next, the method builds segment representations by performing PCA dimension reduction on wav2vec 2.0 representations and then pools the features of all time-steps in a particular segment. These representations are then input to a generator to perform adversarial training. Text
3. Unsupervised TTS

3.1. Problem formulation

As the first study aimed at unsupervised TTS, our goal is to synthesize speech with the following resources:

- An audio corpus containing speech without paired text.
- A text corpus containing sentences where no exact match exists with the spoken corpus. Furthermore, there is no domain mismatch between the text and audio corpora.
- A lexicon providing the pronunciation representation (i.e., phone sequence) of each word in the text corpus.

We present a pipeline method for building unsupervised TTS with these resources. The training procedure is broken into two steps, described in the following subsections.

3.2. Pseudo labeling speech via unsupervised ASR

As illustrated in Fig. 1(i), the first step of the proposed method is to generate pseudo labels for each utterance in the spoken corpus. To this end, we first train wav2vec-U 2.0 \cite{ahn2020wav2vec2}, an existing unsupervised speech recognition method described in Section 4.2, on unpaired audio and text. After training, the audio corpus can be decoded with the resulting recognizer to obtain pseudo-labeled phone sequences.

3.3. Unsupervised text-to-speech with pseudo label

For the second step, we train a sequence-to-sequence TTS with the pseudo-labeled audio corpus as shown in Fig. 1(ii) and detailed in Section 4.3. The goal of the TTS module is to learn to recover Mel spectrograms that contain spoken content specified by the imperfect input phone annotation. During testing, Mel spectrograms can be synthesized by feeding the phone sequence representation of the desired sentence. To generate audible speech, a separate vocoder is used to convert Mel spectrograms into waveforms. This last step is inherently unsupervised since no text is needed for training a Vocoder.

4. Experimental Setup

4.1. Datasets

Audio: Two speech synthesis scenarios are considered:

- **Single speaker:** LJSpeech \cite{loshchilov2017ljspeech} contains about 24 hours of read speech from a single female speaker. Following prior work on weakly-supervised TTS \cite{wu2021unsupervised, sun2022unsupervised}, 300 utterances are randomly selected for both validation and test, leaving 12,500 utterances for training.

- **Multi-speaker:** LibriTTS \cite{chung2020libritts} is a subset derived from LibriSpeech \cite{panayotov2015librispeech} containing over 500 hours of speech collected from 2,456 speakers. We used the train-clean subsets combining roughly 250 hours for training. Since unseen speaker modeling is not our focus, we followed the original work \cite{chung2020libritts} and randomly selected 6 speakers (3 male and 3 female with IDs 8699, 4535, 6209, 6701, 3922, 3638) from the training split and use text from test-clean for testing.

For unsupervised ASR, the audio is downsampled to 16kHz to extract speech representations from wav2vec 2.0 \cite{ahn2020wav2vec2} to serve as the input. For TTS, target Mel spectrograms are extracted from the audio (with silence removed) using 80 log Mel filter banks.

Text: The official text corpus provided by LibriSpeech \cite{panayotov2015librispeech} is used as the unpaired text source. Transcriptions of utterances from LJSpeech/LibriTTS are excluded\cite{ahn2020wav2vec2} to ensure there are no matching sentences between the text and audio data.
Lexicon: A word-to-phone mapping is obtained through an off-the-shelf phonemeizer \[20\]. To phonemize the text source, all punctuation marks are discarded and the difference between variants of the same phone is ignored. For our English experiments, this results in a phone inventory of size 39 that is used for both ASR and TTS.

4.2. Unsupervised ASR model

Training: As illustrated in Fig. 1, training wav2vec-U 2.0 \[5\] is the first step for the proposed method. Under the adversarial learning framework, the goal of the recognizer is to transcribe a speech representation into a phone sequence that is indistinguishable from the real phone sequence to a discriminator.

Taking a 1024 dimensional speech representation as input, the recognizer is a 3-layer neural network consist of a batch normalization layer, followed by a linear projection, and a convolution neural network. The recognizer predicts 1 phone for every 9 input frames with a stride of 3. To change the model output from frame-synchronized to phoneme-synchronized, consecutive repeated phone predictions will be trimmed by randomly preserving one frame. Besides the adversarial objective, the recognizer is also regularized by output smoothness penalty and phoneme diversity loss \[4\]. The discriminator is composed of a 2-layer convolutional neural network with a receptive field of size 9. The input is either one-hot vector sequences representing phone sequences from the unpaired text or probability prediction. Besides the adversarial objective, gradient penalty \[21\] is also imposed on the discriminator. We use the fairseq implementation for training with default hyper-parameters.

Decoding: To transcribe the unpaired audio, each utterance is decoded by the recognizer together with a phone-to-phone weighted finite-state transducer \[23\] to remove silence prediction and incorporate a phone-based 6-gram language model trained from the text corpus. A beam search with beam size 15 is used for decoding with unsupervised hyper-parameters selection \[4\]. As a reference, decoding the test set with wav2vec-U 2.0 results in 6.97%/7.78% phone error rate on LJSpeech/LibriTTS respectively.

4.3. TTS model

Text-to-Speech: A Transformer-TTS \[8\], a sequence-to-sequence encoder-decoder model, is selected as the phone-to-Mel spectrogram model in our framework. The Transformer-TTS consists of an encoder, an auto-regressive decoder, a pre-net, and a post-net. The encoder and decoder have 6 layers of transformer blocks. We use ESPNet-TTS \[24\] for model training with an L2 reconstruction error based on its default configuration. On LJSpeech, we found that it is necessary to enforce guided attention loss \[17\] in all 48 decoder attention heads. Models are trained for 600/1,000 epochs on LJSpeech/LibriTTS respectively. Besides the Transformer-TTS, we found that Tacotron2 \[11\] has slightly worse synthesis quality and FastSpeech2 \[25\] has issues synthesizing longer utterances. We hypothesize that these difficulties arise due to the use of a reduced phone set (see Lexicon in Section 4.1), which makes the text to Mel spectrogram mapping much more difficult in the absence of a pronunciation. Model selection is based on validation loss, and the best 5 checkpoints are decoded and averaged.

Speaker modeling on LibriTTS: Following prior work \[26\], a pre-trained speaker verification method ECAPA-TDNN \[29\] from SpeechBrain \[30\] is used as the speaker encoder to generate speaker embeddings. The Transformer-TTS is conditioned on the speaker embedding and Global Style Tokens (GST) \[31\] for multi-speaker modeling \[27\], \[28\]. We found that fine-tuning the TTS on each target speaker for 10 epochs significantly improves the synthesis quality. During testing, an utterance from the desired speaker is randomly selected from the training split as the reference for the speaker encoder.

Vocoder: A separate vocoder pre-trained on the same corpus converts the synthesized Mel spectrograms into waveforms. On LJSpeech, we chose Parallel WaveGAN \[9\] that was trained for 3M iterations. On LibriTTS, HiFi-GAN \[32\] is selected as it produces the clearest speech compared to MelGAN \[33\] and Parallel WaveGAN. All vocoders are publicly available \[4\].

4.4. Evaluation

To evaluate the proposed unsupervised TTS method, we compare the speech quality of the following settings:

- **Unsupervised (Unsup)**: synthetic speech from the unsupervised TTS model.
- **Supervised (Sup)**: synthetic speech from supervised topline – the same TTS model trained with ground truth transcription instead of machine annotation.
- **Natural (Nat)**: speech from the dataset.

Three subjective and objective measures are conducted:

- **Mean Opinion Score (MOS)**: quantifies subjective naturalness, where workers are asked to rate each utterance on a 5-point scale (with 1-point increment). 100 unique utterances respectively from LJSpeech and LibriTTS test sets are selected randomly and designated as the MOS test sets. 150 HITs (crowdsourced tasks) are run for LJSpeech, each HIT includes 10 utterances from each setting. 200 HITs are run for LibriTTS, each HIT includes 3 utterances from Nat and synthesized by Unsup and Sup for each one of the 6 target speakers.
- **Word Error Rate (WER)**: quantifies intelligibility. The LJSpeech test set (300 synthetic utterances) is fed into Google’s ASR API \[34\] and we measure the word error rate of the result with respect to the input ground truth.
- **Pairwise Opinion Score**: quantifies subjective pairwise naturalness and intelligibility (also known as A/B test), where workers are asked to select the more natural or intelligible synthesized utterances between Unsup and Sup. We ran it for 1000 HITs, and in each HIT, a random utterance is drawn from the MOS test set, synthesized, and presented to the workers.

5. Results

5.1. Single Speaker TTS on LJSpeech

Naturalness: Results of evaluating the naturalness are listed in Table 4. With the upper bound being the 4.05 scored by real data from LJSpeech, we can see the supervised model performed remarkably well by scoring 3.94 with a slightly higher variance. Compared to the supervised topline, the proposed unsupervised method scored 3.91 with similar variance, degraded by a mere 0.03. Considering the 6.97% phone error rate the
unsupervised model suffered during training, the small degradation suggests that the proposed pipeline method does not suffer much from error propagation. Even compared against real speech, the MOS score of unsupervised TTS is only slightly lower. This demonstrates the unexpected robustness of the proposed two-step pipeline method.

Intelligibility: Results of evaluating intelligibility using the Google ASR API are listed in Table 2. Speech from the unsupervised model recorded a 21.7% WER, which is 2.5% and 3.7% higher than the supervised topline and the real audio. This suggests that the unsupervised TTS achieved by the proposed method can be further improved.

Note that there is a mismatch between training and testing for the unsupervised model since it is trained on ASR transcription containing recognition errors and tested with phone sequence containing no error. To investigate the impact of such a mismatch on the proposed method, we also measured the intelligibility of unsupervised TTS when the input is from an ASR transcription. To be more specific, in the last row of Table 2, we intentionally input phone sequences produced by unsupervised ASR (thus containing 6.97% of recognition error as shown in Table 1). Intuitively, inputting ASR transcriptions instead of real phone sequence should improve the performance since the mismatch problem can be considered solved. Surprisingly, we found the intelligibility of the resulting speech did not improve. This phenomenon suggests that the proposed unsupervised TTS method is fault-tolerable against first-stage ASR errors.

Preference test against supervised TTS: To better assess the value of unsupervised TTS, a pairwise comparison against the supervised model is performed, and the result is shown in Table 3. In this test, listeners are asked to select a preference from the same sentence synthesized by the two different TTS models according to the naturalness or intelligibility.

When comparing audio samples side-by-side, no obvious preference is observed in terms of naturalness. Unexpectedly, the unsupervised model is preferred when testees are asked to make a judgment based on intelligibility. While this suggests that the unsupervised model is indeed matching the performance of its supervised counterpart, we would also like to point out that the ground truth text is not available in the test, which might be the reason why the result differs from the ASR test. Nevertheless, the A/B test shows that the unsupervised method is not worse than the supervised baseline.

5.2. Multi-speaker TTS on LibriTTS

Naturalness: With a similar score obtained by the real speech from the dataset, the score from the supervised TTS model reflects the challenge faced when switching to a multi-speaker setup. Despite the gap between supervised and unsupervised TTS being larger than results on LJSpeech, human evaluations still suggest that the unsupervised TTS can still generate considerably realistic speech under this setup.

Intelligibility: Unlike the single speaker setup, the WER gap between supervised and unsupervised TTS is larger, while the gap between supervised TTS and real speech remains similar. Considering the phone error rate of pseudo-labels in the multi-speaker setup (7.78%) is only slightly higher than for single speaker (6.97%), the increasing WER reveals that modeling speech includes both speaker variance and annotation errors simultaneously, and remains a challenge for unsupervised TTS.

Given the above results, we conclude that the multi-speaker modeling problem in supervised TTS can potentially be even more difficult for the unsupervised setup.

6. Conclusions

We described the first framework for completely unsupervised speech synthesis. The framework relies on the recent work in unsupervised speech recognition and the relatively mature neural-based speech synthesis paradigm. As a preliminary study, we showed that the proposed TTS system can match the performance of supervised systems on an English dataset without using human annotation. Future directions include better multi-speaker modeling, further reducing the resource requirements (for example, the need for lexicon), and experimenting on low-resource languages for which unsupervised methods are more applicable.
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